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The Use of the Blackboard Architecture for a Decision Making System for the Control of Craft with Various Actuator and Movement Capabilities

Jeremy Straub; Hassan Reza

Abstract:

This paper provides an overview of an approach to the control of multiple craft with heterogeneous movement and actuation characteristics that is based on the Blackboard software architecture. An overview of the Blackboard architecture is provided. Then, the operational and mission requirements that dictate the need for autonomous control are characterized and the utility of the Blackboard architecture is for meeting these requirements is discussed. The performance of a best-path solver and naïve solver are compared. The results demonstrate that the best-path solver outperforms the naïve solver in the amount of time taken to generate a solution, however, the number of solver-runs to be executed against the Blackboard must be sufficient to allow the lower individual-run times to offset the time required to propagate the data utilized by the best-path solver for solution generation through the database. The existence of other justifications for this approach (even if the number of runs for each data propagation cycle is not sufficient) is also discussed.

I. Introduction

The utility of robots for a wide variety of applications has been demonstrated. These applications include assisting humans in human-present situations, operating under human remote control (teleoperation) and performing tasks in environments where direct human control is not possible or is undesirable. This last category includes applications where human control would exceed communications capabilities (e.g., a swarm of robots deployed for a reconnaissance application) or where real-time human control is not possible due to communications latency (e.g., planetary exploration).

In circumstances where robots must operate on their own without direct real-time teleoperation, performance can be increased by providing them with goals instead of commands. Carsten, et al. [1], for example, demonstrate how the performance of Martian rovers was enhanced by the use of more robust, movement goal-driven planning and routing software. This can be further enhanced by allowing a robot to autonomously generate component goals, based on a higher-level goal assigned to it (e.g., [2]–[3][4]).

The Blackboard architecture has been proposed for the control of robotic systems. It works by evaluating rules, which are triggered by the presence of requisite facts; rules can trigger actions and/or assert facts based on their analysis. While a Blackboard system can operate in this mode (taking whatever information exists or is supplied to it and triggering actions based on this), evaluating potential paths to a desired goal or goals can allow improved performance via targeting resources at the areas that are projected to provide the greatest benefit (in terms of movement towards a solution).
This paper compares two approaches for identifying routes on the Blackboard: a naïve approach which simulates operations in the forward-only mode (but does this based on projections of what data will be collected) and a best-path solver which propagates costs throughout the Blackboard and then finds the best-available (lowest cost) route from current conditions to the specified destination.

II. Blackboard

The work discussed herein draws from prior research in two related areas. Prior work related to the Blackboard architecture and autonomous craft control will now be reviewed.

A. Blackboard Architecture

The Blackboard architectural style has been employed in applications that demand complex interpretation of knowledge bases shared by a set of independent programs known as knowledge sources (or agents) [5]. The essential components of this architecture include: the Blackboard controller and a set of knowledge sources, which interact with one another using the blackboard.

The Blackboard architecture is an extension of the concept of an expert system [6]–[7][8], instead of making recommendations, however, it can trigger actions and influence its operating environment. Hayes-Roth's [9] Blackboard architecture concept (based on previous work on the Hearsay-II system [10]) included two blackboards: one serviced control operations while the other dealt with the subject matter (e.g., the exploration goals). Numerous other configurations exist, however. The blackboard includes rules, actions and facts. Rules are deemed invokable if their preconditions (facts that must be true, or within a value range in some implementations) are met and rules are selected from the invokable list for execution. A rule that executes can assert facts or invoke actions. Actions perform a task and may invoke other actions and/or assert facts.

The Blackboard architecture has been used in a variety of applications. In addition to Hayes-Roth's work, these include robotic control [11]–[12][13][14][15], e-learning [16], [17], network management [18], application testing [19], speech recognition [20], disaster response [21], software selection [22], caring for the elderly [23], project scheduling [24], risk management [25], protein modeling [26], [27], system problem diagnosis [28], [29], military control [30] and even preventing terrorism [31].

The original blackboard concept has been expanded in a variety of ways. For example, Rice [32] and Hewett and Hewett [33] implemented languages for implementing Blackboard systems. Le Mentec and Brunessaux worked on real-time response capabilities [34].

B. Autonomous Control of Multiple Robot Systems

A variety of multi-robot systems have been proposed. Sensornets [35-37], for example, may include robots (inclusive of ground, aerial and orbital craft) among their sensor collection. Fink [38-40] proposed a centrally controlled “tierscalable” robotic system. Prior work [41-43] has discussed the utility of a distributed approach to this control. Corke, Peterson and Rus [44] have proposed a two-tier network of camera-guided UAVs, demonstrating a potential problem related to communications which is characterized in other work by Boano, et al. [45]. Fairbairn, Bate and Stankovic [46] proffer that environmental factors pose the largest threat to this type of
system. Solutions to communications-related problems are proposed by De Poorter, Moerman and Demeester [35] and Tate, Bate and Poulding [47]. Data transmission limitations are also an important consideration, solutions to this include approximation [48] and increasing the value-perunit of the data that is transmitted [49-51]. Training solutions have been proposed by Colby and Tumer [52], Zhang and Lesser [53], Hamzi, et al. [54], Chun, et al. [55] and Haghighi [56].

III. Multi-Tier Blackboard Control System

A Blackboard-based control system for a hierarchy of craft with heterogeneous movement and actuation characteristics was proposed in [43]. This system functions by defining a mission in terms of various high-level goals and a set of rules, facts and actions that allow the craft to find pathways to achieving these goals. Final conditions (initially designed to be rules, but later switched to facts to allow actions to directly trigger a final condition instead of having to wait for the applicable rule to be selected from the invokable list and some simplification benefits) are defined by system users. The system can have multiple final conditions, the satisfaction of any of which is deemed to indicate goal completion (if multiple conditions are required then a rule that accepts these as a pre-condition can be created). A collection of craft is delegated an overall mission goal (or submission goal) by human controllers. Goals, based on an autonomously-defined work breakdown structure, are then delegated within the collection of craft to lower-level group managers and to craft that will carry out the work.

Once a goal is defined, the blackboard solver goes to work and identifies a candidate path to goal completion. This path is refined as additional information is known (e.g., from data collection activities). This path is then used by the decision-making system. Figure 1 presents a diagram of the system's operations. The controller supplies high level goals which are translated into final conditions. With these conditions identified, system iteration begins. During each iteration, the system

![Diagram of System Operations](modified from [43])
checks to see if rules are triggered. Based on the presumption that rules are less expensive than actions (which generally involve activities in the real world), triggered rules are executed before identifying untriggered rules to attempt to satisfy the preconditions for. Rules are selected (either from the triggered but unexecuted list or to attempt to procure data to satisfy) based on their usefulness in reaching a final condition. After each rule is run, the system checks whether a final condition exists; if not, it restarts (looking first for triggered, unexecuted rules and, then, for the best un-triggered rule).

When processing un-triggered rules, the system attempts to determine what rule will move the system furthest towards a final condition relative to its cost. One the best rule is selected, its preconditions are assessed for plausibility. If they are not plausible, the system looks at the next best rule (this continues until a rule with plausible-to-collect data requirements is located or no more rules exist). Once a plausible rule is found, the data collection is tasked and the system return to checking for triggered rules (the collected data will be inserted onto the blackboard when it is available, potentially triggering rules). Depending on configuration, the system may identify additional data collection tasks to queue or it may be prohibited from considering additional data collection until the data collection under way is complete.

The process of determining the value (a combination of cost and benefit) of each prospective rule to trigger is depicted in Figure 2. The process begins with computing the projected value which is based on the value of the data and the likelihood of the projected data element being collected (based on the difference between the current data and previously collected data and the results of similar data collection tasks). The attributed cost is also determined. The cost is determined (based on the cost of previous actions and the similarity of the current action to previous ones). The attributed cost is determined by the cost and the amount of the cost that is attributed to the particular rule. The attributed cost for each required fact is summed. Finally, the value is determined from these two numbers (including coefficients that allow weighting between the cost and benefit).

IV. Blackboard Solver Implementation
The two different types of blackboard solvers that are compared in this work are now briefly discussed. First, the naïve solver is presented; then, the best-path solver is discussed.

A. Naïve Solver

The naïve solver works by simulating the operations of the blackboard’s rules and actions. Invokable rules are selected (based on their order) and executed; these rules trigger actions (which, themselves may trigger other actions or assert facts) and assert facts. The asserted facts may satisfy the pre-conditions of other rules, which are then placed into the invokable list for later selection for execution.

For the purposes of path generation, it is presumed that the actions will generate the data that they are projected to generate (based on known characteristics of the data collection area, the performance of past actions of a similar type and the similarity between the current action and similar past actions). The incorporation of a confidence metric and its effect on path generation is a subject for future work.

B. Best-Path Solver

The best path solver begins by propagating cost values through the rule / action / fact network. It performs this iteratively, replacing costs assigned to given nodes if a lowercost route to the node is found. This propagation process continues until an iteration is completed with no changes being made to the node network.

Once these values are propagated, the solver identifies the lowest-cost route from asserted facts via currently invokable rules and the actions that they trigger to the desired end condition. A recursive search algorithm is utilized to perform this path finding process for the network of nodes.

V. Experimental Data

This section provides an overview of the experimental methodology, the simulation software that was used for data collection, and the data that was collected. This data is analyzed in the subsequent section.

A. Methodology

The blackboard implementation and solvers, as described in Sections III and IV, where implemented. This application also has the capability to create random networks of facts, rules and actions for testing. For the purposes of the tests performed herein, a network consisting of 1,000 facts, 1,000 rules and 1,000 actions was created. Approximately 30% of the facts were initially asserted. For each rule a random selection of the number of pre-conditions (between 1 and 7) and triggered items (between 0 and 7) was made. The pre-condition facts and triggered facts or actions (as well as whether a fact or action was chosen) were selected randomly as well. Actions were randomly assigned a cost between 0 and 25.
Ten data collection runs were performed. Each run began with the generation of a new network and the random selection of a new target node (which served as a single final condition for the experiment). During each run, both the best path and naïve solvers were run on the network.

**B. Simulation Software**

A simulation program was created to perform the work described in the preceding subsection. This software collected the data which is presented in the following subsection; it also acted as the environment that the blackboard system operated within, supplying responses to the actions that were executed. To avoid confounding the desired analysis, actions were deemed to always assert the facts that they were projected to assert (even though, in reality, this would not always be the case), as a probabilistic model for action results would simply have served to add noise to the data collection and analysis process. As the likelihood of action results is application-specific, the analysis of this will serve as a topic for future work in the context of a particular application.

Each simulation run began with a newly generated blackboard, which provided the data presented for both the naïve and best-path solvers. Manual spot-checking was used to verify that the simulation-generated data was being generated (i.e., the system was functioning properly) and recorded (i.e., the simulation software was measuring the desired elements) correctly.

**C. Data Collected**

The process presented in the previous subsections was performed and the data collected during this is shown in Table 1. This table lists the run number as well as the number of solver iterations, solution hops and rules and actions run for each test. The solver iterations and solution hops characterize the performance of the best-path solver, while the number of rules and actions run characterize the performance of the naïve solver.

The number of solver iterations describes how many times the network was processed to propagate the aggregate cost values through it. The solver iterates until it completes a run without any changes being made to cost values. The number of solution hops is the number of invocations that are included in the identified best path.

For the naïve solver, the number of rules and actions that are run are recorded. The naïve solver operates until the designated final condition is reached.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run</th>
<th>Solver Iterations</th>
<th>Solution Hops</th>
<th>Rules Run</th>
<th>Actions Run</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>406</td>
<td>845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>479</td>
<td>954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>414</td>
<td>777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2064</td>
<td>3876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>438</td>
<td>857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1785</td>
<td>3455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>409</td>
<td>815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>374</td>
<td>766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>484</td>
<td>1038</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For the purposes of visual comparison, this data is also presented as bar graphs. Figure 3 presents the number of solver iterations required. Figure 4 presents the number of hops required for each run and Figure 5 presents the number of rules and actions required. It is notable that there is little evident correlation between the number of iterations of the solver required, the number of elements in the best solution (solution hops) and the number of rules and actions that must be run.

![Figure 3. Solver Iterations.](image)

In order to assess the foregoing, knowledge of additional details is required. An average amount of computational time per solver iteration (best-path solver) and a characterization of the time required for running rules and actions (naïve solver) is required.

![Figure 4. Solution Hops.](image)

Data from ten trials (these are separate from the trials describing Table 1) was used to generate an average time-per-iteration value. In these tests, an average of 10.1 solver iterations was required which took an average of 26.1 milliseconds. Thus, the solver takes approximately 2.6 milliseconds per iteration.

![Figure 5. Number of Rules and Actions Run.](image)
Rules and actions (from a computational standpoint) take a roughly similar amount of time to run. Ten trials were run to characterize an average amount of time per rule/action. An average of 590 rules and 1173.2 actions were run per trial, requiring an average of 3.5 milliseconds. Thus, an average of 0.002 milliseconds is required for running each rule or action.

VI. DATA ANALYSIS

The data in Section V facilitates an analysis of the comparative performance of the two approaches. The amount of computational time required is presented in Table 2. From this table, it is clear that the naïve approach outperforms the computational solver, in terms of the required computational time. The best path approach requires 4.4 times as long to reach a solution. This benefit, however, is dwarfed by the number of actions that are required (on average 1403.7, for the data presented in Table 1, versus below 10 for the best-path approach). While the arbitrary cost assignment (from 0 to 25) has no direct real-world correlation (as this would vary by application and the time and resources required to perform each data collection action), the difference (17,546.25, on average, versus 125 or less) is significant. The best-path solver outperforms the naïve approach by two orders of magnitude. The amount of time and resource savings (as well as the practical significance of these savings) must be determined on an application-specific basis. This will serve as a topic for future work.

VII. Conclusions And Future Work

A decision making and control approach based on the Blackboard architecture have been presented. The use of this for the purposes of controlling a collection of craft with heterogeneous movement and actuation capabilities has been discussed. A key component of this system, the solver that is used to determine the path against which rules are valued and costs are assessed to determine what data is tasked for selection has been discussed. Two approaches for the development of this component have been presented and compared. The first, a naïve solver, takes less computational time, but produces inferior paths. The best-path solver, on the other hand, finds an optimal path but takes more than four times the computational time to do so. The exact level of trade-off between these two approaches requires knowledge of the specific tasks being performed; however, as actions generally are significantly more expensive (both in terms of time and cost), the best-path solver is, thus, generally preferable. In the work presented, the naïve solver was only run once per iteration; however, that naïve solver could be run up to (on
average) four times and still have less computational cost than the best-path solver. The comparison of this is a subject for future work.

Future work will also include additional testing on other aspects of the proposed control system and its expansion into a distributed Blackboard-style system, allowing for testing of its ability to locally control the collection of heterogeneous craft. This will also facilitate the comparison of the proposed approach to other non-Blackboard-based approaches.
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